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Abstract

We analyze some mathematical problems that arise in studies of phenomena observed in the cardiac
action. We illustrate a method to characterize the response of a nonlinear oscillator to an external forcing,
and introduce some numerical results. We also introduce some results of numerical computation in an
example of a coupled system of an excitable system and a nonlinear oscillator.
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1. Introduction

Electrical oscillation is one of features that cardiac tissue cells possess. Another important factor in

the mechanism of the mammalian heart is synchronization of the oscillatory outputs in a population of

cells. Some of mathematical problems relevant to such phenomena are formulated in the framework of

coupled oscillators that model the dynamics in the interaction of oscillatory units [2], [6]. The results of

these studies include theories concerning synchronization or phase-rocking within a population of oscillatory

units. However, it is also important to understand how the population respond to an external forcing. Here,

we consider a mathematical problem to study the response of an oscillatory unit to an external forcing.

We suppose that a function f : R n
--> R n is k-times continuously differentiable and that k ~ 2. We

also suppose that the system of ordinary differential equations

dx = f(x)
dt

(1)

has a nonconstant periodic solution with x = TJ(t) with least period To > O. We first study the perturbed

system of (1):
dx
dt = f(x) + oljJ(t), (2)

where the function ljJ : R n
--> R n is periodic with period T1 . In Section 2, we describe a method to use

the transformation x = TJ(O) + <!'(O)y, and to obtain the system of ordinary differential equations in which

oand yare the dependent variables. We call these equations the phase-amplitude equations. Here, the

columns of the n x (n - 1) matrix <!'(8) constitute an orthonormal basis of the orthogonal complement of

TJ'(8) = f(TJ(8)). Using the phase-amplitude equations, we introduce a method to characterize the response

of the system to the forcing exerted by 1/;(t). In Section 3, we consider (2) with a particular planar oscillator

equivalent to the Bonhoeffer-van der Pol equations [4], and with a piecewise constant forcing function. We

introduce a numerical result obtained by using the phase-amplitude equations.
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We also study the following class of systems of ordinary differential equations.

(3)

Here, 9 : R n ---+ R n, h l : Rm+n+l ---+ R n, and h2 : R m+n+ l ---+ R m. We assume that the system of

ordinary differential equation
dx
dt=g(x) (4)

is excitable. The dynamics of such a system often models response of a muscular tissue to electrical stimuli,

called excitation. Studies of periodically forced excitable systems are found in [1] and [7]. Here, we introduce
a numerical solution of (3) in Section 4, in which the systems at (1) and (4) are given by Bonhoeffer-van der
Pol equations, and show that an excitable system can become oscillatory when coupled with an oscillator.

2. Characterization of the perturbed system

We recall f : R n ---+ R n is k-times continuously differentiable with k ~ 2, and that the system at (1)

has a nonconstant periodic solution x = 7](t) with least period To > O. Then there is an n x (n - I)-matrix
<ll(0) whose entries are all k-times continuously differentiable functions of 0, such that

<ll(0 + To) = <ll(0),
<ll(O)T<ll(O) = I,

<ll(Of f(7](O)) = 0,

for all 0 E R. Here I is the (n - 1) x (n - I)-identity matrix, and 0 is the (n - I)-dimensional zero vector.
We define the transformation between a neighborhood of the orbit of the periodic solution and R xU, where
U is a neighborhood of the origin in R n - l , by

x = 7](0) + <ll(O)y.

Then we obtain the following system of ordinary differential equations for 0 and y:

where

dO
dt
dy
dt

I+8(t,8,y,6),

B(O)y+ Y(t,0,y,6),
(5)

8(t,O,y,6)

B(O)

Y(t,0,y,6)

f(7](o)f [f(7](O) + <ll(O)y) - f(7](O)) - <ll'(O)y + 6tj1(t)]
f( 7](O))T [f(7](0)) + <ll'(O)y]

<ll(Of [D f(7](O))<ll(O) - <ll'(O)],

<ll(8f [f(7](8) + <ll(8)y) - f( 7](0)) - D f( 7](O))<ll(O)y + 6tj1(t) - 8(t, 0, y, 6)<ll'(O)y] .

We note that the functions 8(t, 0, y, 6) and Y(t, 0, y, 6) are periodic in t with period T1 , and that they are
also periodic in 8 with period To. It can be shown that

8(t,O,y,6)
Y(t, 0, y, 6)

O(lIyll + 161),
O(llyW + 161).

Consider the variational system of (1) with respect to the periodic solution x = 7](t):

dx
dt = A(t)x, (6)
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where A(t) = Df (7](t)). 1 is a multiplier of the linear system at (6). We denote by the remaining n - 1
multipliers by A2, ... An. It can be shown that A2, ... An are the characteristic multipliers of the following
linear system [8]:

dy
dt = B(t)y.

Suppose that (0, y) = (O(t, 0o,Yo, 0), y(t, 0o,Yo, 0)) is the solution of (5) with the initial value

(0(0,00 , Yo, 0), y(O, 0o,Yo, 0)) = (0o,Yo)·

Set Zo = 7](Oo)+4>(Oo)Yo. Then z = z(t,zo,o) = 7](O(t,OO,YO,o))+4>(O(t,OO,YO,o))y(t,OO,YO,o) is the
solution of (2) with the initial value z(O, xo .0) = xo. In particular, if there are positive integers i and i such
that

0UTl ,0o,Yo, 0) = 0o+ iTo,

yUTl,Oo,YO,o) = Yo,

then x(t, Zo, 0) is a periodic solution with period iTl . We define the rotation number p(0o,Yo, 0) by

If the rotation number is a rational number,

i
p(0o,Yo, 0) = -;,

J

for all 0o E R and for all Yo in some neighborhood of the origin, then we say that the system at (2) is

in i : i resonance. When IA;I < 1, i = 2,3, ... , n, (2) has a one-parameter family of invariant manifolds
x =X(t, 0, 0) that exists for all small 101, such that X(t+ Tl ,0, 0) =X(t, 0, 0) and X(t, O+To,0) =X(t, 0, 0)
for all t and 0 [5]. These invariant manifolds lie in a neighborhood of the cylinder r x R, where r is the

orbit of 7](t). Then, (5) has a one-parameter family of integral manifolds Y = Y(t,O,o) that exists for all

small 101, such that Y(t +Tl,O,o) =Y(t,O,o) and Y(t,O + To,o) =Y(t,O,o) for all t and O. Then for all
sufficiently small Iyo I, the rotation number coincide with the rotation number for the ordinary differential
equation

dt/J Tl-d = - [1 + e (TlT, Tot/J, Y(TlT, Tot/J, 0),0)]
T To

defined in [3].

3. A numerical solution of the phase-amplitude equations

In this section, we consider the following system of ordinary differential equations

57

dv

dt
dw

dt
v - bw+c,

(7)

where a, b, c, and f are constants. This system is equivalent to the Bonhoeffer-van der Pol equations [4].
For some appropriate values of parameters, the system has a nonconstant periodic solution. An example of
such a solution is numerically generated with the following values of the parameters.

a
b
C

f

0,
0.4,
0,
0.1.

(8)
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Figure 1: The orbit of the periodic solution of (7). A numerically constructed orbit of a periodic solution
of (7) with the values of the parameters at (8) is shown in the (v, w)-plane. The nullclines w = v - v3 + a
and w = (v + c)jb are also shown. Here, the period To of the periodic solution is given approximately by
To ~ 2.896420.
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Figure 2: The components of the periodic solution of (7). The graphs z =v(t) and z =w(t) are shown in
the (t, z)-plane. Here, v = v(t) and w = w(t) are the components of the numerical solution whose orbit is
shown in Figure 1. v(O) and w(O) are given approximately by v(O) ~ 0.373396 and w(O) ~ 0.933490.
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Figure 3: The rotation number for 8 = 1. A numerically computed rotation number for 0.1 ~ TI ~6is

shown. Here, 8 =1, and the other parameters are as set at (8) and (10).

Figure 1 shows the orbit of the periodic solution and Figure 2 shows its components. We also consider the

piecewise constant forcing function, whose components are defined by

l/Jr(t)
kTI ~ t < (k + IT)TI ,

(k + IT)TI ~ t < (k + l)TI , k = 0, ±1, ±2, ... , 0< IT < 1,

lh(t) 0,

(9)

v - bw +c.

dv

dt
dw
eft

The phase-amplitude equations illustrated in Section 2 are numerically analyzed with the values of the

parameters set at (8), and with the following values of the parameters An, AI, and IT.

where An and Al are constants. When these functions are used, the system at (2) can be written in the
following component form.

An 0,
Al = 1,

IT 0.5.
(10)

Figure 3 and 4 shows the dependence of the rotation number p on the forcing period T I . Figure 5 shows

the trajectory of a solution of (9), and Figure 6 shows its components.

4. A numerical solution of a coupled system

In this section, we introduce a numerical solution of a coupled system of an excitable system and a

nonlinear oscillator. We consider two class of the Bonhoeffer-van der Pol equations.

1 (V3 )Z Vi - t - wi + ai ,
dVi

dt
dWi

dt Vi - biwi + Ci, i = 1,2,

(11)
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Figure 4: The rotation number for 6 = 2. A numerically computed rotation number for 0.1 ~ T1 ~6is

shown. Here, 6 = 2, and the other parameters are as set in the computation for Figure 3.
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Figure 5: The trajectory of a solution of (9). A numerically constructed periodic solution of (9) for one
forcing cycle is shown in the (v, w)-plane. The nullclines of (7), w = v - v3 + a and w = (v + c)/b, are also
shown. Here, 6 = 2 and T1 = 3. The other parameters are as set in the computation for Figure 4.
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Figure 6: The solution of (9). The graphs z = v(t) and z = w(t) are shown in the (t, z)-plane. Here,
v = v(t) and w = w(t) are the components of the numerical solution whose trajectory is shown in Figure
5. v(O) and w(O) are given approximately by v(O) ~ 0.811471 and w(O) ~ 1.087351. The graph z = 1Pl(t)
is also shown.

where aj, 6j , Cj, and ij are constants. We set the following values of the parameters ai, 61 , Cl, and i 1·

0,
0.4,
0,
0.1.

(12)

Then the system at (11) has a nonconstant periodic soulution for i = 1 as is shown in Section 3. We also

set the following values of the parameters a2, 62 , C2, and i2.

-3,
0.4,
0,
0.05.

(13)

Then it can be shown that the system at (11) is excitable for i = 2.
We solve the following coupled system numerically.

dVI

dt
dWI

dt
dV2

dt
dW2

dt

(14)

In addition to the values of the parameters set at (12) and (13), we set the following values of the remaining
parametrs.

1,
10.

(15)
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Figure 7: The trajectory of a solution of the coupled system. The (VI, WI )-components of the trajectory of
a numerical solution of the system at (14) with the values of the parameters given at (12), (13), and (15) is
shown in the (VI, wd-plane. The nulclines WI =VI - vf!3 + al and WI = (VI + cd/bI are also shown.

A numerical solution of the coupled system at (14) is illustrated in Figures 7 - 10. In this example, we

note that the peridic response of the (V2' w2)-components corresponding to the oscillation in the (VI, wd
components.
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Figure 8: The (VI, wd-components of a numerical solution. The graphs z = VI (t) and z = WI (t) are shown
in the (t,z)-plane. Here, VI =VI(t) and WI =WI(t) are the components of the solution whose trajectory in
the (VI, wd-plane is shown in Figure 7. VI (30) and WI (30) are given approximately by VI (30) ~ 1.495249
and wI(30) ~ 0.393799.
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Figure 9: The trajectory of a solution of the coupled system. The (V2' w2)-components of the trajectory of
a numerical solution of the system at (14) with the values of the parameters given at (12), (13), and (15) is
shown in the (V2' w2)-plane. The nulclines W2 =V2 - vV3 + a2 and W2 = (V2 + c2)/b2 are also shown.
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Figure 10: The (V2' w2)-components of a numerical solution. The graphs z =V2(t) and z =W2(t) are shown
in the (t, z)-plane. Here, V2 =V2(t) and W2 =W2(t) are the components of the solution whose trajectory in
the (v2,w2)-plane is shown in Figure 9. vl(30) and wl(30) are given approximately by v2(30) ~ 0.334839
and w2(30) ~ -1.668253.


